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Echad: A complex unity: Galatians 3:28







TROAS
➤Met up with the team 
➤Motza’ei- Shabbat 

tradition since 4BC 
➤Saturday Evening/

Night 
➤Paul drashes on and 

on until daybreak





MEETS WITH ELDERS OF EPHESUS
➤Elder called UP to SERVE  
➤CARETAKE: HUGE 
➤I Cor 4: trustee, steward, 
tail of parade 

➤SERVE not to be served 
➤I Timothy 3:1-9, Titus 
1:7-9, James 3:1



UNRESTRAINED REMINDER
➤I served you with humility, it’s 
not about self preservation it’s 
self sacrifice  

➤Steward the Word of God&sheep  
➤It’s about the HEART, ECHAD 
➤The Gospel I preached I lived 
➤I DID not preach this Gospel to 
manipulate or build platform 

➤It’s about LIVING what Follow 
the Rabbi means not LEADING 



(UN)RESTRAINED WARNING

➤To look for the good 
in someone is godly. 
To turn a blind eye to 
the evil of others is 
not. 

➤-Rav Yaakov ben Yehoshua



 UNRESTRAINED WARNING
➤There must be accountability 
➤Be WATCHMEN Ezekiel 

3:17-21, 33:1-9 
➤The Watchmen MUST chase 

out the WOLVES 
➤REMEMBER the call is to 

talmid/shepherd  
➤Give the Truth in LOVE 



EXEKIEL 34 IS WHAT EVERY 
SHEPHERD CAN TURN INTO… 

 WE HAVE TO BE CAREFUL 
TO SHEPHERD IS HARD 

WOLVES ARE SAVAGE, DRAGGING 
THE TALMIDIN TO THEMSELVES 

THEY TEACH PERVERSIONS OF 
TRUTH TO SUBJUGATE NOT FREE 



UNRESTRAINED WARNING
➤Wolves look harmless and good 
➤Like Artemis, they give to take 
➤There will be carnage  
➤Drag sheep to their side to make 

their name/ church/ team/org great 
a platform at the cost of the sheep 

➤They will fleece the flock through 
shame and guilt  



(UN)RESTRAINED MOTIVATION
➤Their MOTIVES WILL BE REVEALED 

I Cor 4 
➤They are intoxicated by the crowds 
➤Willing to manipulate others and God 

to get power and money 
➤Paul worked with his hands  
➤We like to think only dumb people 

get duped (Elymas Acts 13) 
➤THEIR ACTIONS OFF STAGE betray 

them



(UN)RESTRAINED EXPOSURE

➤2 Peter 2:1-22 
➤I John 3:7-10 
➤Know who 
wolves are and 
what they do



UNRESTRAINED PLEADING
➤STAY ALERT 
➤ Leaders GIVE even though they 

have the power to take 
➤Leaders GIVE even though they 

have the RIGHT to TAKE 
➤This is how I lived the 3 years 

while I was with you 
➤Keep the FIRE burning





UNRESTRAINED JOURNEY
➤Stayed with Phillip the proclaimer 
➤ He had 4 daughters who were 

prophets 
➤Agav warned him 
➤Paul continued to follow even to 

Chains



John Knox  
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